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Editorial on the Research Topic

Language and Vision in Robotics: Emerging Neural and On-Device Approaches

INTRODUCTION

Endowing machines with the ability to represent and understand the physical world in which they
live is a longstanding challenge in the AI research community. The last years have seen significant
advancements in the fields of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Computer Vision (CV) and
the development of robotic hardware and accompanying algorithms.

Deep learning is feeding NLP advances thanks to neural networks models with outstanding
achievements in several tasks, such as language modeling (Devlin et al., 2019), sentence
classification (Pota et al., 2020), named entity recognition (Catelli et al., 2021), sentiment analysis
(Pota et al., 2021), and question answering (Zhang et al., 2019). Deep learning has led to impressive
achievements on various Computer Vision tasks and becoming state of the art in computer vision
(He et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2021).

Even though these fields are among the most actively developing AI research areas, until
recently, they have been treated separately without many ways to benefit from each other. On
the contrary, it is fundamental to integrate verbal and no verbal communication to consider
the multimodal nature of communication (Maniscalco et al., 2022). With the expansion of deep
learning approaches, researchers have started exploring the possibilities of jointly applying both
NLP and CV approaches to improve robotic capabilities.

A prevalent artifice to self-organize language-meaning representations in robotic architectures
is the use of supervised learning methods amid which some have taken significant steps toward
humanlike intelligence demonstrated in learning experiments with real robots (Ogata et al., 2007;
Tani, 2016; Yamada et al., 2016).

However, these proposals mainly implicate low-level motor skills and in a way that neglects
perspectives from cognitive linguistics and psychology. By contrast, this has inspired the efforts
of several authors that model usage-based language acquisition and production, unidirectionally
(Golosio et al., 2015; Moulin-Frier et al., 2017; Hinaut and Twiefel, 2019) or bidirectionally
(Heinrich et al., 2020), i.e., learn motor meaning from language and emerge language skills from
motor exploration. It is important to highlight also the attempt tomodel multiple language learning
(Giorgi et al., 2020).

This Research Topic aims to provide an overview of the research being carried out in both the
areas of NLP andCV to allow robots to learn and improve their capabilities for exploring, modeling,
and learning about the physical world. As this integration requires an interdisciplinary attitude, the
Research Topic aims to gather researchers with broad expertise in various fields—machine learning,
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computer vision, natural language, neuroscience, and
psychology—to discuss their cutting edge work as well as
perspectives on future directions in this exciting space of
language, vision and interactions in robots.

PAPERS INCLUDED IN THIS RESEARCH

TOPIC

Vargas et al. investigated how salient terms related to verbal
communication in robotics have evolved over the years, what
are the Research Topics that recur in the related literature, and
what are their trends. The study is based on a computational
linguistic analysis conducted on a database extracted from the
Scopus database using specific keywords. The authors show how
relevant terms of verbal communication evolved, which are the
main coherent topics and how they have changed over the
years. They highlighted positive and negative trends for the most
coherent topics and the distribution over the years for the most
significant ones. In particular, verbal communication resulted in
being highly relevant for social robotics.

Giorgi et al. proposed a novel interactive learning method,
using a brain-inspired architecture, to model an appropriate
mapping of language with the percept and internal motor
representation in humanoid robots. The method grants flexible
run-time acquisition of novel linguistic forms and real-world
information, without training the cognitive model anew.
Furthermore, their approach supports incremental open-ended
learning. This research presents the first robotic instantiation of
a complex architecture based on Baddeley’s Working Memory
(WM) model. The authors demonstrated the ability of the robot
to understand instructions involving higher-order (abstract)
linguistic concepts of developmental complexity, which cannot
be directly hooked in the physical world and are not pre-defined
in the robot’s static self-representation.

Nichols et al. presented a collaborative story generation
system that works with a human storyteller to create a story by
generating new utterances based on the story so far. Authors
introduced the task of collaborative story generation, where an
artificial intelligence agent or a robot, and a person collaborate to
create a unique story by taking turns adding to it. They evaluated
the system by having human participants play the collaborative
story generation game and comparing the stories they create
with our system to a naive baseline. Their evaluation shows that
participants have a positive view of collaborative story generation
with a social robot and consider rich, emotive capabilities to be
key to an enjoyable experience.

To reliably interact with humans in the physical world, robots
must learn to execute commands that are extended in time
while being responsive to changes in their environments. This
requires the robot to jointly represent the symbolic knowledge in
language and the perceptual information from the environment
as well as generalize to different commands and maps. A
popular representation to encode complex commands is linear
temporal logic (LTL). In this context, Kuo et al. demonstrated
how a reinforcement learning (RL) agent can use compositional
recurrent neural networks to learn to carry out commands
specified in LTL. The compositional structures presented by
the authors are not specific to LTL, thus opening the path
to RL agents that perform zero-shot generalization in other
compositional domains. Furthermore, the authors developed a
novel form of multi-task learning for RL agents that allows them
to learn from a diverse set of tasks and generalize to a new set of
diverse tasks without any additional training.
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